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1 Expected Impact outline 

 

As stated in ACTORS project proposal, the following technologies were developed: 

- Systematic methodology for mapping specifications (C/C++) into dataflow CAL models using 

metrics extracted by new profiling tools 

- Design space exploration at high level of abstraction (CAL data flow profiling) enabling fast 

convergence versus efficient mapping/implementation on targeted platforms 

- Design space exploration including application/platform constraints enabling efficient 

generation of SW and HW by means of synthesis tools 

- Refinement of model architecture limited to hierarchical component development of the CAL 

actors thanks to the high encapsulation properties of the dataflow model 

- Resource reservation through reservation schemes used to provide temporal isolation 

making possible to develop components with well defined temporal properties, which are 

preserved when multiple components are deployed on the same execution platform 

- Dynamic adaptation of resources through feedback control techniques reducing the need for 

time consuming off-line worst case estimation and improving the QoS. 

 

ACTORS will contribute towards the expected impacts from the work program listed below: 

• “Increased productivity of system development by at least one order of magnitude, making it 

possible to assemble systems in modular fashion.” 

• “Improved competitiveness of European companies that rely on the design and integration of 

embedded systems in their products by reducing costs and time to market.” 

• “Emergence and growth of new companies that supply design tools and associated software. 

Stimulate high-tech European companies that offer innovative solutions and tools for 

embedded systems design.” 

• “Reinforced European scientific and technological leadership in the engineering of complex 

systems.” 
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2 Exploitation Roadmap per industrial Partners 

2.1 Evidence 

2.1.1 Summary 

 

Evidence S.r.l. is a company operating in the field of software for embedded real-time systems. It was 

established at the end of 2002 as a spin-off of the ReTiS Lab of the Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna (Pisa, 

Italy) by a group of research experts in real-time scheduling analysis, operating systems, control 

systems, and multiprocessor scheduling techniques. 

Today, Evidence is a dynamic company that can boast collaborations with important subjects 

operating in the electronic, telecommunication, multimedia, automotive, and industrial automation 

markets. Thanks to the strong collaboration with the university, Evidence keeps the pace of the state 

of the art of real-time scheduling and analysis, and studies new approaches such as Resource 

Reservations and feedback scheduling. Evidence engineers are experts in embedded operating 

systems development as well as on multiprocessor scheduling, and work on the frontier of 

embedded computing, including multiprocessor-on-a-chip, reconfigurable hardware, dynamic 

scheduling and much more. 

2.1.2 New Products/services offers list 

 

Based on the developments and results achieved by the ACTORS project, Evidence is able to offer 

two new products: a new functionality for the Linux kernel and a board with high level CAL design 

support environment.  

SCHED_DEADLINE option on Linux distribution 

For what concerns the exploitation activity of  the SCHED DEADLINE patch, Evidence will soon 

integrate the SCHED DEADLINE option in the Evelin Embedded Linux distribution for the GEAM6425 

development board. 

The GEAM6425 is a complete embedded device powered by a 400MHz Freescale i.MX25 

microcontroller. The board provides a QVGA LCD with touchscreen for implementing Human 

Machine Interfaces. The board also exports communication buses of common use, such as Ethernet, 

CAN, RS485, RS232, USB, to implement protocol gateways. Thanks to the MicroSD Card interface, the 

system can work as a remote data sensing, storage and monitoring. 

Using this board, customers will have the opportunity to try the benefits of the SCHED DEADLINE 

scheduler using a low-cost ARM-based embedded platform. In particular, the new scheduler will give 

the opportunity to better control the system load under scenarios where a set of applications have to 

be guaranteed together with some media-styreaming application (the board in fact can play low 

quality videos by using most of the CPU resources. 
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First CAL reference board 

The exploitation activity of Evidence Srl has not been limited to the part of the ACTORS project in 

which Evidence has been involved in. In fact, during the course of the project, Evidence has noticed 

the lack of a reference development board for the community working on the CAL language, and has 

decided to develop a CAL support for one of the development board designed in a different project 

called IPERMOB (http://www.ipermob.org/) adding the possibility of compiling and running 

applications specified by a CAL program. 

In particular, the development board is based on an FPGA with the following characteristics: 

- 17 kLut Lattice XP2 FPGA 

- 640x480, 30 FPS, color-capable CMOS camera 

- 32MB DRAM 

- 512 kB SRAM 

- 2MB SPI Flash memory 

- 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface 

- RS232 serial interface 

- IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) transceiver 

- Real-time clock with battery 

- LEDs and buttons 

 

The FPGA can host a 32-bit soft microprocessor (Lattice Mico32), which can run Evidence's real-time 

operating system, Erika Enterprise. The FPGA is clocked at 25 MHz, but the frequency can be raised 

up to about 75MHz through an internal PLL (the actual frequency depends on the design 

programmed on the FPGA). While the FPGA may seem under-dimensioned for signal processing, the 

use of external chips for networking coupled with the possibility of running a complete operating 

system allow to execute communication operations in software and reserve much of the FPGA real 

estate for processing. Hence, small but yet reasonable projects can be implemented on the board. 

Evidence has decided to support the CAL dataflow programming language and environment on the 

FPGA board to provide a low-cost environment that permits people to experiment with CAL, and so 

facilitate its acceptance. The support includes the main components of the board, and the 

compilation of a CAL network both to C (running on the mentioned soft microprocessor) and to 

Verilog/VHDL. In practice, the board is capable of supporting the CAL language in two ways: 

- by means of a CAL-to-HDL compiler 

- running CAL on the Erika Enterprise RTOS (which is run by the Mico32 soft-core). 

 

HDL back-end : 

Supporting the CAL-to-HDL (Verilog/VHDL) back-end on the FPGA board involves two elements: the 

tool chain and system actors. For the tool chain, the porting requires to remove any construct that is 

not compatible with Lattice development environment. Three system actors must be developed for 

the board components to be supported: LEDs, buttons/switches, and camera. The LED system actor 

consumes tokens and use them to decide which LED are on and o_ at any given moment. The 

switch/button system actor produces tokens reaching the current state of board switches and 

buttons. 

The camera system actor produces tokens containing individual pixels coming from the CMOS sensor. 
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C Back-End : 

CAL can be translated to C and run on a PC operating system such as Linux. PC operating systems 

require power processors, and would waste a considerable amount of computational power on low-

end processors. There is a class of operating systems that are suitable for small microcontrollers, 

CPUs running at frequencies of tens of MHz and with just a few kB of RAM). The use of so light an 

operating system make it possible to reserve less resources for the soft microprocessor while still 

achieving a good performance. The operating system chosen for the project is Erika Enterprise, a 

real-time operating system developed at Evidence. Erika Enterprise implements an API de_ned by the 

OSEK/VDX consortium (used in the automotive industry) and supports many processors, including 

Lattice Mico32. OSEK/VDX API permits to build very efficient systems with predictable timing 

behavior, but at the expense of adding some constraints to the way the tasks of an application 

interact. Typically, tasks have fixed priority; they are activated repeatedly and run for a very short 

time until completion. There are preemption mechanisms, and it is possible to have a task waiting for 

an external event, but there no sliced time-sharing scheduling program running on a PC, such as a file 

system, are not available on the FPGA board (while it is possible to add a file system, the overhead is 

not justified). 

Given the differences between the environments on the PC and on the board, some modifications 

are needed to the code produced by the CAL back-end for C. In particular, the actor scheduling cycle 

of the run time environment must be encapsulated in a task and broken up to accommodate the 

running of lower-priority tasks. 

 

  



 

2.2 AKAtech SA 

 

2.2.1 Summary 

 
AKAtech SA is an SME that designs, develops, manufactures and markets industrial vision systems 

that “go beyond images”. AKAtech is specialized in leading

cameras with “embedded intelligence”, lightings and advanced hardware/software embedd

solutions. AKAtech SA develops and delivers complete solutions for quality control, identification and 

control manufacturing processes in several market segments, such as: postage market, 

pharmaceutical market, medical market, Watch market, packa

Its standard products range and offer includes:

- Postage scanners for high

- Data Matrix code readers

- 4-states code readers and 2D

- Customized vision systems integration

Almost all products developed in the last three years are based on CMOS imaging and “intelligent 

camera” (embedded) video processing.

 

2.2.2 Market analysis 

 

The following graph is presenting market segments revenues distribution between 2007 and 2009:

AKAtech main activities from 2007 to 2009 was in postage market and packaging market segments. 

These activities are recurring ones and constitute core activities since 5 years. Nevertheless, 

historically, AKAtech is also present in watch, medical and pharmaceutical markets segments

In 2009, several products from AKAtech were impacted by components end of life and alternative 

solutions were taken. These alternatives has impacted profit margin since integration of standard 
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products in replacement of AKAtech’s proprietary dedicated HW platforms constitutes an additional 

cost. Strategically speaking, this presents two fundamental drawbacks:  

- Competitors may offer equivalent solutions based on the same products.  

- Some of the features available in AKAtech products that were  appreciated and considered 

added values by their customers cannot be (re-)implemented on standards 

platforms/products. 

Consequently, AKAtech has to renew its products line in order to maintain its competitiveness in the 

different market segments listed above. 

According to the different requirements expressed by AKAtech customers, the following topics were 

identified:  

- Requirements of quality control of manufacturing processes are increasing in nature and 

accuracy: 

Today, requirements of quality control for manufacturing processes are increasing because 

manufacturers want to implement corrective actions as soon as possible in the 

manufacturing processes. Consequently, quality control algorithms used in inspections 

systems must be improved in terms of speed (more strict real time constraints) and 

detection accuracy. These requirements impact both hardware and software elements of 

AKAtech solutions. 

- Integration flexibility on heterogeneous architectures: 

AKAtech solutions used to rely on HW architectures based on both embedded platforms and 

PC platforms. The integration of such solutions was often resource consuming due to the 

large variety of automata to which these solutions had to interact with. Making SW elements 

platform independent will increase the level of flexibility of AKAtech’s solutions in migrating 

to different HW systems and can considerably reduce integration cost. 

- Time to market: 

Competition is more and more aggressive and a constant effort has to be applied in order to 

maintain AKAtech solutions attractive for the customers. Simplifying composition of both 

hardware and software elements in order to build “correct by construction” applications 

considerably reduce development time. This will allow AKAtech to offer solutions in shorter 

development times compare to the past. 

 

2.2.3 New Products/services offers list 

 

AKAtech will propose in the near future a new products line (“smart camera systems”) based on the 

same architecture of the Image processing demonstrator developed in WP5. This architecture 

enables adapting the processing capability of the image processing systems according to the 

algorithm complexity needed by the application. 
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On top of this HW architecture, the different CAL libraries developed during the ACTORS project and 

additional libraries which are currently in development provide a direct way to build the final 

application. Compared to the methodology applied before the ACTORS project, the adoption of 

ACTORS methodology based on CAL language and associated tools, composition of elements from 

these libraries will enable building in shorter development time complex applications and simplifying 

optimization steps.  

2.2.4 Roadmap 

Thanks to the renewal of its products line, AKAtech is planning to propose to its customers an 

upgrade of existing systems with additional features. 

A new standard system dedicated to pharmaceutical market segment is currently in development 

and will be available in few months and will be delivered in the following months to customers. 

Several discussions with new customers are ongoing and revenues in this segment will continue to 

grow, at least, during the next two years. 

A new system dedicated to postage market, based on technologies developed during ACTORS, is 

available and a contract was signed with one customer. This system will be duplicated on all the 

machines which will be sold by this customer.  

Consequently, AKAtech is planning for a growth of its revenue about 10% for the next two years. This 

number was established by taking into account indicators in a particular conservative manner.  
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2.3 Ericsson AB 

 

2.3.1 Summary 

 

Ericsson is the largest supplier of mobile systems in the world. The world's 10 largest mobile 

operators are among Ericsson's customers and some 40% of all mobile calls are made through 

Ericsson systems. Today the company has around 60 000 employees in more than 140 countries. Its 

headquarters is located in Stockholm, Sweden. Ericsson provides total solutions covering everything 

from systems and applications, to services and core technology for mobile handsets. Together with 

Sony-Ericsson, the company is also a top supplier of complete mobile multi-media products. 

 

2.3.2 New Products/services offers list 

 

2.3.2.1 Preliminary research projects 

 

In this section, different research projects are listed. These project were developed in parallel with 

ACTORS project in order to evaluate the benefits of using such technologies in mobile products: 

Inner Receiver Research Project : 

As part of the FP7 project Multibase, the CAL tool chain was evaluated and a LTE inner received was 

implemented on FPGA. The results were very satisfactory and showed a number of advantages from 

using a high level dataflow approach for RTL. The results were presented at an international 

conference. 

 

Resource Manager and NMF integration Research Project :  

As part of an internal research project called DREAM, the ACTORS resource manager was ported to 

work with a standard Linux kernel using the CSF scheduler. The ACTORS resource manager was 

integrated with the ST-Ericsson multimedia framework and executed on ARM based development 

board. The results were presented at an internal Ericsson & ST-Ericsson workshop. 

 

Channel Estimator MS Thesis project : 

As part of the activities of the hardware section at Ericsson Research in Lund, a thesis project on 

implementation of GALS (Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous) systems for ASICS were 

conducted. 

The goal was to evaluate CAL for low power designs, and the results were extremely promising, 

showing savings up over 50% compared to hand coded RTL. The results are submitted to an 

international conference. 

 

AMR-WB Encoder MS Thesis project : 

As part of the Ericsson Research project DREAM an AMR-WB encoder was implemented on a 

octocore (Mac Pro) system. The result clearly shows how the dataflow methodology is superior in 

expressing parallelism in algorithms. The results are submitted to an international conference. 
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Android with Resource Manager MS Thesis project : 

In this ongoing thesis project, which is part of the Ericsson Research project DREAM, the ACTORS 

resource manager was ported to work within the Binder IPC mechanism used in Android. The 

standard version of the ACTORS resource manager uses D-Bus for communication between  

applications and the resource manager. The port was done for a ST-Ericsson development board and 

is expected to be ready end of Q1 2011. 

 

HW/SW partitioning MS Thesis project 

This project starts at February 1 and will further investigate the hardware/software partitioning 

concepts developed in ACTORS. A barebone CAL software runtime that transparently interfaces 

subsystems in FPGA will be developed. This will be presented to the base station R&D units at the of 

spring. 

 

2.3.2.2 New Products/services offers list 

 

In the context of the new M5 project, ACTOR technology will be brought into the R&D units at ST-

Ericsson and Ericsson. There will be two main work packages, one with focus on manycore and 

dataflow and one on Linux. 

 

- WP1 - Manycore Processing : 

 

While the two companies work with very different products, the multicore challenges are 

very much the same. M5 is a two-year project and the focus of the first half is to work 

together with the LTE basestation R&D unit on modeling and implementation of layer 1-3 

algorithms for many core platforms. This is Ericsson core technology and designers from both 

companies believe that the tools and theories developed within ACTORS can play major role 

here. Specifically, the following pieces will be used in the first phase: 

 

• The dataflow graph tools developed in Task 1.4-"Model Compiler" will be used to analyze 

and transform layer 3 base band algorithms. 

 

• The multicore scheduling theories developed in Task 1.6-"Optimizing Performance" will 

evaluated in a industrial setting and compared with state-of-the art technology. This is for 

layer 1 base band processing, which is very regular and corresponds to "CAL Static 

Networks" as defined in Task 1.6. The scheduling tool developed at SSSA will be used. 

 

• The CAL compiler (Task 2.3-"CAL Compiler") and runtime system (Task 2.2-"OpenDF 

Extensions") will be further developed and ported to the base station manycore platform. 

 

- WP2 - Reservation Based Scheduling on Linux : 

 

The importance of Linux in the telecom segment is rapidly increasing and there is an 

expressed needed for resource management for both handsets and the base stations. For 

mobile phones the battery is a limited resource and resource management can be a key 
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component on prolonging battery lifetime. For base stations the cost of the power needed to 

run the nodes is substantial and more efficient ways to manage the software can lead to 

significant savings. This work will focus on supporting the efforts on getting 

SCHED_DEADLINE accepted into the mainline kernel. 

 

 

3 Exploitation Roadmap of Academic Partners 

 

3.1 Summary 

 

Conversely to Industrial partners exploitation, Academic Partners exploitation relies on using ACTORS 

project results in different research projects and not on product development. In the following 

chapters more details are provided. 

 

3.2 Exploitation opportunities 

 

3.2.1 Ongoing Research Projects 

 

In this section, different research projects are presented. All of them are using part of ACTORS 

projects: 

 

Matrix Project (TUKL): 

This project is ongoing in TUKL. It aims at providing a distributed resource management framework 

for heterogeneous devices for video streaming. The ACTORS resource manager will be used for single 

devices as local component in the distributed framework. Furthermore, the implemented local 

control algorithms will be applied. 

 

AdaptiveRM (ULUND): 

The work on adaptive resource management will be continued within the Swedish Linnaeus Center 

LCCC (Lund Center for Control of Complex Engineering Systems). This project is funded by VR 2009-

2019. 

 

REACT (ULUND) : 

The work on adaptive resource management is also an important part of the pending research 

proposal REACT (Resource-Aware Computing Systems) under submission to the Swedish Foundation 

for Strategic Research (SSF) 
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3.2.2 Research proposals 

 

In this section, different research projects proposal are presented. All of them are using part of 

ACTORS project results and propose to extend the features or develop additional features based on 

the same technologies: 

 

 

Rosemarie(Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna, Techische Universität Kaiserslautern, Evidence, and 

Ericsson) : 

This EU project proposal was committed in 2011 on ICT-2011.3.3 New paradigms for embedded 

systems, monitoring and control towards complex systems engineering (FP7-ICT-2011-7). 

ROSEMARIE partners aim to solve the problem of energy efficiency and predictability of multi-core 

embedded applications by using a multi-faceted approach: 1) a design methodology based on 

hierarchical decomposition of the system into components and subsystems; 2) operating system 

support to isolate real- time applications, minimizing their mutual interferences, thus increasing 

predictability; 3) and a resource manager to efficiently and effectively reduce energy consumption of 

the whole system without compromising on real-time guarantees and performance requirements. 

The research will be demonstrated on an industrial case study of a radio base station for 3G/4G 

cellular communication and impact via commercial operating system and the mainline Linux kernel. 

Ericsson will provide the problem definition and evaluation benchmarks. In addition, Ericsson will 

participate on the implementation of a resource reservation mechanism in Linux. 

 

CALTOOLS (EPFL – AKAtech-Ericsson): 

This EU project proposal was committed in 2011 on ICT-2011.3.4 Computing Systems program (FP7-

ICT-2011-7). The consortium is proposing to exploit ACTORS results and other EU project results in 

order to create an unified integrated environment which allows for design applications at high-level 

for portable programming of multicore and heterogeneous platforms. CALTOOLS consortium intends 

to extend simulation, mapping, analysis tools coming from ACTORS project and to develop additional 

features such as debugging tools and automatic tools for transformations to improve performances 

of synthesized code both for software and hardware platforms. 
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Flexible Software Development for Parallel Embedded Systems (ULUND – EAB) : 

Lund University has submitted an application named "Flexible Software Development for Parallel 

Embedded Systems" to the Swedish national science foundation Vinnova. The distinctive features of 

the proposed software development environment are directed at efficiently using the parallelism of 

the target architecture. For application specification the CAL actor language will be used to better 

expose the parallelism. Tools for early analysis of timing and energy consumption will be designed 

and integrated in the development flow. Software compilation will be combined with hardware 

reconfiguration, in order to make better use of the target architecture. Ericsson is backing the project 

proposal. 

 

Extension of Analysis of software specifications of high-level software partitioning and architectural 

solution explorations (EPFL) : 

EPFL has submitted an application named "Extension of Analysis of software specifications of high-

level software partitioning and architectural solution explorations" to the Swiss National Science 

Foundation. The project is a continuation of the work done in ACTORS and aims at extending the 

design tools to also address low level scheduling and code generation. 

 
 

3.2.3 Education Teaching 

 

ULUND : Dataflow programming for multicore platforms methodology developed in ACTORS will be 

utilized in teaching in the course Real-Time Systems. 

 

EPFL: EPFL has already started to introduce CAL language concepts in master courses and plans to 

introduce a new course in which Dataflow programming will constitute a fundamental aspect as 

mean for programming multi-core systems in the academic year 2011-2012. 

 


